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I. INTRODUCTION
This report describes in summary the study that resulted in
providing meLhods of estimating manned space systems weight and
weight growth during conceptual design in accordance with Contract
NAS 9-10326.
The results of this Study are directed at manned space shuttle
and space station design configurations; however, other spacecraft
configurations may be considered.
211. STUDY SCOPE AND OBJECTINE
The objecli.ve of LhiS stu(l) is to provide a means of esLimating and
forecasting the weight of manned space systems during concepLual design.
Design data points Lhat have been assembled and used to develop the methods
described herein include hardware proven manned spacecraft: designs and also
several study points of pertinent fULUCe manned spacecraft design concepts.
Due to considerable commonality of subsystems beLween orbital and reentry
vehicle designs (i.e., space station and space shuttle), a common rational
approach to the weight estimation of a point design is provided. This rational
approach based on design statistics, covering future manned space systems, is
displayed in handbook and computer form.
The handbook, made up of two volumes, provides two rapid empirical methods
of estimating the design weight and,, in addition, pruvi.des a more detailed series
of design relationships to estimate vehicle subsystem weighLs. Meaningful
weight growth data pertaining to past programs are presented in the handbook to
provide the user an added tool to be used in deriving realistic flight weight
estimates. It is to be noted, however, that the process utilized in developing
the subsystem weight estimation equations automatically includes, to a large
extent, adjustments in weight to accomodate inherent design weight growth.
In addition to the handbook methods provided, all 	 computer	 _	 -
program has been developed to provide rapid response in the derivation of
vehicle weight estimates and size determinations. The computer program is
0I
composed of two routine:: that may be operaCed separatel y or in i• onibination. One
routine takes the rali_onal form of equations gener.ilud for each subsystem of a
vehicle design, from which it derives a detail weight statement using MIL-?1-35310
function coding as a guide. This point design computer modal is made Lo handle
a variety of manned spacecraft. The other computer program routine sizes and
deter,nines the weight of main propulsion systems (i.e., the space shuttle con-
figurations). It accepts inputs from either the point design program or from
other data sources.
The basis for this study, that of deriving weight-design relationships in
a rational manner, has been very dependent on the collection and compilation of
previously defined designs and the quality of data that these programs yielded.
•III. RELATIONSHIP 1'0 OTRER NASA EFFORTS
The work conducted under this study can be related directly
to current and future manned space systems design studies. In
particular, the weight estimation methods supplied under this
contract study are directed at manned space shuttle and space
station design concepts that are major studies in being now.
It is also to be noted th,nt this weight estimation development
was enhanced due to the association of the Martin Marietta Corpor-
ation with the current space shuttle and space station studies 	
.}
under contract with the McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
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5IV. H'I'll0D OF APPROACH At;h 1 , 1JOR ASSUMPTIONS
Three different wci.;;hl estimation methods r.re presented as tollowr; for
use under Lhree different sets of stud y conditions.
1. Proportionality Method. During Lhe first study phase, eery little is
known of Lhe design prol;lem beyond some knowledge of the weight of crew and
payload, and a general idea of the vehicle mission. With such limited inform-
ation, the shortest approach to esLimaLint; the vehicle weight is displayed
in the following; overly simplified form:
Gross Weight =	
Fixed Wei^,ht
Ratio of fixed Weight/Gross Weight
2. Group Accumulation Method. Progressing; beyond the first study phase
into the second study phase, considerable design knowledge is gained in Lhe
way of structural shape and size, propulsion layout and thrust levels, pro-
pellant types and quantities, and controls and equipment schemes. In this
case, a practical rapid approach to estimating the vehicle weight is simple
and still suitable to a manual computation. It consists of a series of graphs
and tables showing empirical relationships of weight to design parameters
for each of the majrr subsystems comprising a total vehicle (See Figure 1).
Empirical relationships are used because %. hole subsy stems are being assessed
against design parameters which are still incomplete in their scope. Arriving
at a vehicle weight 'Dy a summation of subsystem weights is the approach used
for the Group Accumulation Method.
•
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Weight of skin and frames of body prese,ure compartment
CIIAR(713)ZNII(WSRIi)I'PC(SWPC)(UFPC + DAPC)
or
CBARM (238)Z Nit (PIPC)SWPC(Dt.NSBM), whichever is larger, where
CBAR = Weight correlation factor for pressure design.
CRARM Weight correlation factor for minimum gale design.
E	 DAPC = Diameter at aft end of compartmenL,
	
fL.
'	 DENSBM Density of body structural material, 	 lb./cu.	 in.
DFPC Diameter at fwd. end of compartment, 	 ft.
PPC = Ultimate design pressure for compartment, psig.
SWPC Wetted area of compartment wait, 	 sq. ft.
TMPC = Minimom allowable material thickness of wall, in.
UTSBM = Ultimate tensile strength of body structural material at critical
design temperature,	 lb./sq. in.
WSRB DENSBM/UTSBM.
US
ZNB = Quantity of bodies per vehicle.
Figure 2
9V. BASIC DATA GEA'I:mnl) A,,.D SICNIFICAKT RESULTS
Statistical data oil 	 than fifty samples have been collected
and compiled. This data has been used to support weight and design
parame'Lor correlations which resulted in: the formulation of three
-	
different wei ,, ht estimation methods for use tinder three diffenclU
sets of study conditions; a computerized sizing pronram for space
transportation systems; and some recommendations concerning the
forecasting of weight growth. Figure 3 is an example of the plots
f
found in the Supplementary Report which describe the correlations
i	 of actual or reported weight vs, estimated weight.
F
Collectively, this is a very versatile set of weight tools.
Relative as well as absolute weight assessments may be performed
during any phase of design. The Point Design and Sizing Programs
offer an excellent base for comparing proposed design. A countless
number of trend studies can be made through the use of the various
methods. The effects of contingency and growth can be truly evaluated.
L 	 lo
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VI. STUDY LIMITATIONS
The presented methods are intended primarily for use on manned space
Systems. Judgoment may indicate, however, their useful application in other
systems.
Development of a good point design method has been particularly emphasized
in the study effort. This method contains considerable detail, deals with a
wide range of parameters, and is of practical use. It can be expanded upon
in the future for greater in-depth assessment, with the only concern being that
it not- become unwieldy.
Secondary emphasis has been placed on the other quicker methods in the
study effort, because they are not as rational or detailed as the point design
approach; however, the group accumulation method can be expanded considerably
in the future if an improved empirical method is considered of value.
All the methods are oriented to the more than fifty samples of data which
have been complied and studied. Only slightly more than half of these samples
are final designs. Therefore, to improve the confidence level of the methods,
it is recommended that additional final design samples (as well as studies)
be used in the future to test the methods and to modify them, as deemed
necessary.
Weight growth consists of changes within the scope of the original contract,
plus changes incurred by modifications to the original contract. It is desir-
e	able to present the history of these two basic parts of weight growth, but
unfortunately for this study the sample data was not delineated this way.
'therefore, in Lhis study weight growth wa.% necessarily treated	 a totaL _te
4:
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VII. IMPL1CAT]C'NS FOR RESEARCH
The results of this study have been based on available design
data collected from current studies and from proven hardware
I
developments.
As new design concepts, new material selections, or new processes
extend the design state-of-art, thereby creating significant weight
changes to a vehicle system, they should be examined in light of the
weight trade or effect on vehicle sizing.
The methods produced under this Contract study can be used to
assist in these state-of-art design evaluations, and cost effective
studies.
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VIII. SUGGESTED ADD1TIOi\AL EFFORT
Objective:
The objective of additional effort is to develop and refine methods of
spacecraft weight estimation to enhance the initial wort: completed under this
Contract. This suggested follow-on acLivity is directed at improving the
confidence level for specific applications of the current techniques.
Description:
Expansion of the initial work completed under this contract takes on
several different forms. The first category of study involves the updating
and utilization of the current methods.
This step consists of incorporating new design information into the
existing rational/statistical weight. estimation methods. Also included here
is an effort to gain confidence with the existing computer models by running
sample cases and conducting a limited uncertainty analysis.
A quick hand method of estimating spacecraft weight, displayed in the
Volume I Handbook as the Group Accumulation Method, may also be expanded to
provide a more comprehensive approach in estimating subsystem weights.
The last category of recommended study, and one of the more important
items in the near future, would be to develop a psuedo-analytical weight
estimation method for the determination of structure and thermal protection
system member sizes and their resulting weight. Non-optimum factors then
need to be derived and applied to the theoretical weight to derive flight 	 -- -_
condition weight values.
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lt oJvautu -euuo to Lbe oLudy, compvtcc routines w»vlJ be JevelupoJ to
^ conveniently handle U`e Lhnore'icul d^cenojni/iun of primary Struc/ure and
'
./ thermal yroLecLion nyvLcm weight plun any empirically derived wciy,Iu enpceoo1ony,
^
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^|	 ' This effort just Jc,rcibcJ pcovlJoa more confidence in the weight eoLimation
*	 derivation, thereby resulting in a more realistic yet rapid evaluation of
.	
^^	 nchicic preliminary designs.
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